
Greg’s Obsession



In The Beginning

• (Please feel free to interrupt and ask questions.)
• My lovely wife suggested that we needed a 3rd vehicle 

sometimes, and I was in that mid life crisis, so I 
suggested we buy a muscle car!

• I had always thought that Dodge Challengers looked 
cool, and an older acquaintance had a lime green 340 

• I had always thought that Dodge Challengers looked 
cool, and an older acquaintance had a lime green 340 
six-pack trans-am challenger while I was in high school.  

• Did extensive research on the internet to find out what 
Dodge Challengers were going for. 

• Decided I wanted a R/T or Rallye, with a big block.
• Purchased a 1972 challenger with 440, Ready to drive. 



1972 Challenger Rallye



Initial Lessons

• Things I learned:
– Understand what numbers matching means. The person I 

bought the car from claimed that the car was numbers matching, 
but Dodge did not make any 1972 Challengers with big blocks.

– Understand which year models are most desirable. 1970 and 
1971 Challengers are more desireable than the 1972-4 
Challengers. Challengers. 

– Painted cars often have a lot of bondo under the paint. 
– In the South, Air Conditioning is very important. This car had a 

black interior and was too hot to take the family in during the 
middle of the summer. 

– If the gas gauge says empty, it means it!
– Bass boat sparkles may look cool initially, but it makes the car 

harder to sell. Pick a color that the factory came out with!
– Don’t weld in a floor pan patch without somehow shielding the 

under dash insulation, which in older cars is very flammable!



Fire!



Bondo Under New Paint



Restoration Begins

• I found a cheap 1972 challenger with a parts car 
for $1500. It was a running driving car, but did it 
ever have rust!

• I made a deal with a local guy that I had met 
who knew something about body work, metal 
work, and painting. 
who knew something about body work, metal 
work, and painting. 

• We would restore the car at my shop, I would 
provide all the money and he would provide 
most of the labor. He would get ½ the profit.

• He would also teach me as we went along, and I 
would help as time allowed. 



During Restoration



After Restoration



Motor Pic



New Lessons Learned
• We put in the floor pans and trunk pan with overlap welding. After much 

research, I concluded that butt welding was a better way to go. 
• We did not spend enough time welding in the firewall, as it leaked when the 

car got rained on. 
• It takes the same amount of effort to restore a non-rare car as it does for a 

rare car. I concluded that future restorations would be of rare cars only. It 
does take more cash, however!

• Don’t ever paint a car outside at night. It will get bugs in the paint every • Don’t ever paint a car outside at night. It will get bugs in the paint every 
time!

• Be prepared for a buyer that brings cash and wants to take the car 
immediately. A local teacher brought me $7K and wanted to drive the car 
home!  I had not told him of the leaking firewall, since I intended to fix it 
before I allowed the car out of my possession, but once he told me he 
wanted to drive it home I had to tell him. He did not care and took it anyway!

• Always, Always check the gas sending unit before filling the gas tank! I filled 
the tank for the teacher and the gas tank started leaking like a sieve! I had 
to drain out 10 gallons, tighten down the sending unit, and refill. 



First Rare Car
• I decided I liked doing metal work as a way to relax from my day job 

of being an Electrical Engineer. I thought it would be appropriate to 
find rare cars that are somewhat rusty or damaged. This would allow 
me to stretch my money as far as possible.

• After I put the purple car up for sale, I learned that you should not 
get in a rush when you want to sell a car. 

• I tried to trade the purple car for a couple of convertible challengers, • I tried to trade the purple car for a couple of convertible challengers, 
but the owners were not interested. 

• I finally found a guy that had a nice looking (but VERY rusty) 1970 
challenger R/T convertible 383 4BBL 4 Speed car. If I recall 
correctly, Dodge made about 350 of these cars in 1970, and no R/T 
convertibles in 1971.

• The person was very up front with me about the problems with the 
convertible. He showed me the frame rail problems and how the car 
was sagging. 



1970 Challenger R/T Convertible



Problems With Convertible

• Front and Rear frame rails are rusted (Very bad on a 
Unibody car).

• Car runs and drives, but I am afraid to drive it because I 
think it may fall in half!

• Lots of bondo.• Lots of bondo.
• New trunk pan is siliconed in over top of old trunk pan. 

Same thing with floor pans. 
• Firewall has obvious bondo near brake booster. 
• Car is sagging on drivers side and door won’t close 

properly. 
• New Quarters are siliconed and bondoed on over top 

half of old quarters.



Trunk Pan



Rotten Fiberglassed Frame Rail



How To Change A Frame On A 
Unibody Car

• I found a hardtop challenger that had a good 
frame. This car had already donated its roof to 
one of my other projects. 

• I welded in subframe connectors to connect the 
front and rear subframe, before I tried to remove front and rear subframe, before I tried to remove 
the frame from the car. 

• I left the front inner fenders on the donor frame 
because the ones on the convertible were rusty.

• I painted the inside of the frame rails with special 
rust converter paint. 



Subframe With Connectors



Convertible Body With Frame Off



Body Sitting On New Frame



Body With New Firewall



What It Looks Like Now



What Exactly Is A Re-body?

• Is this car rebodied?
• Should a car this far gone be saved?
• In my opinion, as long as the extent of the 

restoration are disclosed to a potential, it is restoration are disclosed to a potential, it is 
OK to repair a car like this. 

• Do you think I made a good trade?
• Your opinion?



1966 426 Hemi Charger &
1970 Challenger Trans-Am

• I found two cars in a closed junk yard, and 
convinced my wife that they would be a 
good investment if I bought them and fixed 
them. 

• Charger had a 440 motor currently, and 
came with the original window sticker.

• Trans-Am Challenger had a 4 speed 
transmission, 6 pack carb setup, original 
hood and spoiler, but no motor. 



1966 Hemi Charger



Problems With This Car

• Need to locate a 1966 426 Hemi motor.
• Rust in the quarter panels. I located a car that had been 

wrecked in the front with perfect quarters. I could install 
the quarters on the original factory seams. 

• Front left frame is slightly bent. I had a frame shop 
straighten the frame. straighten the frame. 

• Front left inner fender is crinkled. I purchased an inner 
fender from a donor car and put it on.

• Front left fender needs work. I found a good fender at a 
junkyard. 

• Tachometer did not work. Since I am an Electrical 
Engineer, I decided to make a new tach board and sell it 
at swap meets. 



Current State of Charger



1966 426 Hemi Motor



Mopar 1966 Tach Board



1970 Challenger Trans Am



Problems With This Car

• When I bought the car, I did not notice that the 
PO had fiber glassed the front and rear window 
openings. 

• I thought the car was an original 4 speed car, but 
the PO had modified it from an automatic. the PO had modified it from an automatic. 

• Car had been used to pull a boat to saltwater, 
entire rear clip was very rusty including frame 
rails.

• Car needed a special 340TA motor, which is 
rare, very hard to find, and expensive. 



Trunk & Frame Repair



Wheel Well & Quarter Repair



Quarter Finished



Roof Removed



On The Trailer For The Body Shop



Lessons I Learned On This Car

• Do lots of research on the details of how the paint goes 
on. This car has special flat black paint on the hood and 
lots of other places on the car. 

• Always save as much of the old metal as possible. The 
after market quarters had bad gas tank openings and I 
had to patch in an old opening. had to patch in an old opening. 

• Use “take off” quarter panels if they are available. 
• Inspect the car very carefully, for hours, before buying it. 

You might be able to get the seller to reduce the price if 
you point out problems you find. 

• Talk to experts. I learned that it was much easier to 
replace the whole roof rather than trying to patch the 
front and rear window openings.



More Lessons

• Don’t use a very small body shop, they take too long.
• I learned how to replace the lead in the roof seams on 

this car.
• I went to McPherson restoration college in Kansas City 

for a 1 week metal working class. I learned a lot, highly 
recommended!recommended!

• After market inner wheel wheels are not available. I had 
to cut one out of a donor car. When I did this, the leaves 
on the ground and in the car caught on fire! I had 
prepared for this by bringing gloves and a fire 
extinguisher, but I did not remember to get them out of 
the car. I then proceeded to beat the fire out with my 
hands and I got burned!



Ways To Repair A Quarter
(From worst to best)

• Thick bondo 
• Fiberglass
• Spray on metal 
• Pop rivet on patch panel• Pop rivet on patch panel
• Glue on patch panel 
• Overlap weld patch panel
• Butt weld patch panel
• Install “take off” quarter panel on factory seams.
• Install a factory quarter panel on factory seams.



Final Car

• 1971 challenger convertible with A/C
• A friend of mine told me about this car and 

I almost passed it up.
• It had been taken apart and already • It had been taken apart and already 

repainted. I got it pretty cheap!
• No rust, but there are some scratches on 

the paint job.



1971 Challenger Convertible



Engine Installed



A/C installed



More Learning

• Eastwood has a great kit for doing stainless steel trim 
buffing for $39.95. If you must buff the trim on the car, 
use a drill motor, and put wide masking tape on the car 
so that you don’t damage the paint on the car. 

• It is good to buy a car with very little or no rust. 
• You can bead blast the Heater/AC enclosure, and the • You can bead blast the Heater/AC enclosure, and the 

plastic dash parts and it makes them look great!
• The bead blaster is also a great way to make electrical 

connectors look brand new, and they have no corrosion 
so you won’t have electrical problems.



Learning Continued

• I purchased a quartz clock kit and installed it into the 
original clock. 

• Don’t try to take off very heavy or bulky parts by yourself. 
It is very easy to scratch the paint job!

• Rats that eat wiring are very bad. Put a few mothballs up 
under the dash to stop rats. I spent probably 40 hours under the dash to stop rats. I spent probably 40 hours 
repairing the wiring harnesses on this car. 

• If you look around, you can find all the little light bulbs 
you need on the internet cheap. 

• Janvil makes a nice kit that cleans up the scratches and 
fading on your instrument cluster bezel. 

• This presentation will be available on my web site at: 
WWW.RT-ENG.COM under the mopars button. 


